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There are countless YouTube clips and news stories of 
parents and coaches berating players, screaming at 
referees, and getting into fist fights over the outcome of 
youth sports. We are drawn to these stories much like an 
accident on the side of the road. The actions and words of 
those extreme parents and coaches are obviously wrong 
and damaging to the athletes on the field. Thankfully most 
parents can say with a lot of confidence, “That’s not me.” 
However we sometimes forget that the more subtle and 
understated actions, words, gestures, and tone of voice 
can also have a negative impact on young players and 
children. 
As a college coach I have learned that constant chirping or 
screaming from the sideline, even if it is just giving useful 
instructions, will either get tuned out by the players or it will 
become a distraction that obstructs performance. The best 
coaches and most supportive parents are the ones who 
have taken the time to teach, train, and prepare the players 
prior to the games, while offering support, comfort, and 
appropriate feedback after the game. Consider the 
following if you are or know a parent/coach struggling with 
sideline behavior. Adolescents and young adults are keenly 
attuned to their social surroundings and how they are 
perceived by others. Kids are embarrassed when a parent 
says “hi” to them in a public setting. Think about how 
embarrassed your child/players might be when you are 
screaming at a bad call from the referee or telling them to 
work harder. Now think about how embarrassment leads to 
poor performance.   
Whether you are a parent, coach, or spectator, the best 
thing you can do is monitor your behavior and treatment of 
the players. This requires one to constantly and honestly 
ask, “What is motivating my actions and comments?”  For 

example, are instructions hollered to 
inform or because the adult does not 
want to be embarrassed when their 
child/players fail.  Are feelings of 
anger/sadness or excitement/joy 
attached to what the child feels or is 
the adult taking wins/losses way too 
personally? I’m not saying you have 
to suppress all of the emotions that 
come with being on the sideline or in the stands. That’s 
part of the fun and excitement, but there are times when 
that fun and excitement lead to poor sideline behavior. 
Parents and coaches should continuously have to remind 
themselves that it is about the athletes playing the sport 
and it is not about the feelings of the adults. 

Five Warning Signs For Parents
Neglecting sportsmanship in the face of winning/individual 
gains
Having different goals than your child
Treating your child differently when they lose
Undermining the coach
Fulfilling your own sports needs through your child

Five Positive Signs For Parents
Cheering for everybody
Appropriate role-modeling
Having appropriate boundaries with the coach
Knowing your role
Being a good listener/encourager

  http://www.cdaltonpsychology.com/

What Parents and Coaches Should Be Doing on the Sideline
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National C License, August 2014 in DE - Registration is open.

Visit EPYSA.org

National ‘C’ License

http://www.cdaltonpsychology.com/
http://www.cdaltonpsychology.com/


COACHING EDUCATION HONOR ROLL
State F certified
Soccer for Success
National E License
Ridley SC
Nazareth SC
Lower Southampton AA

DAN BACKICH
SEAN CARR
PATRICK CASEY
RICARDO CASTRO
REFAEL CAUSHAJ
BRETT CUTLER
MARK GRANDE
BRIAN HARRIS
KEVIN KINKEAD
TYLER KLEINERT
CHERYL LEWIS
DAN LIEBERMAN
JOSEPH MALONE
DON MILLEY
DAVID NIEHLS

EDWARD RAFALOWSKI
ASHLEY REINECKE
LEE RUBIN
YOSI SHILONI
MICHAEL VOLPE
TED WESTERVELT
PHILLIP YACOVONE
MARK COLLINS
BRIAN COULTER
SHEKEL DAVIS
JUDITH DAWSON
KEVIN DIMICHELE
DOUGLAS DRYER
CARL EDWARDS
COREY FURLAN
BJOERN GANZHORN
CHRISTIAN JEANTET
KORY KNASTER
VICTORIA LEY
TOM MACAULEY
THEODORE MARTIN
DAN MCHUGH

STUART REEVE
SUSAN REITZ
LEA ROBINSON
BRENDAN RYAN
ROBERT SCHAEFER
CHARLES STRACCIOLINI
JEFF WAPLES
CHRISTOPHER THORUM
LEE ABT
RICHARD AGRETTO
JOHN BARUTIA
AGOSTINO BASILE
GREG BEACH
JIM BENNINGER
NICOLE BRIGANTE
CARL BROWN
JUAN BURGOS
BRIAN COOK
GAREN DANYI
SAM FRANZOSA
JOSE HERNANDEZ
STEVEN HOLZBAUR

FRANK HOVEN
MOREEN HUNSBERGER
MARK JANIK
MICHAEL KARABINUS
JONATHAN MASEL
OSCAR MENDOZA
SCOTT MONAHAN
MIKE REILLY
WAYNE SIMPSON
JOHN SMITH
AARON SNYDER
GIOVANNY TERAN
MELISSA TRAN
DARIO VILLAFANA
SCOTT WAGNER

UPCOMING COACHING COURSES
National E License

Boyertown SC
Gilbertsville

2 - 5 May 2014

National E License
Whitpain RA

Blue Bell
13 - 15 Jun. 2014

National E License
Langhorne/Neshaminy USC

Langhorne
16 - 18 May 2014

F Certificate
Langhorne/Neshaminy USC

Langhorne
17 May 2014

National E License
Amity AC
Birdsboro

8 - 10 Aug. 2014

US NATIONAL TEAMS UEFA CHAMPIONS LEAGUE ENGLISH PREMIER LEAGUE MAJOR LEAGUE SOCCER

May 8, 7:00PM CT
USWNT v Canada

May 27, 7:00PM PT
USMNT v Azerbaijan

Apr. 22, 2:45PM
A. Madrid v Chelsea

Apr. 23, 2:45PM
R. Madrid v B. Munich

Apr. 20, 11:10AM
Everton v Man Utd

Apr. 27, 9:05AM
Liverpool v Chelsea

Apr. 19, 4:00PM
Union v Dynamo

Apr. 26, 4:00PM
Impact v Union

For more information, details and registration, please visit EPYSA.org
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Jay Hoffman, U.S. Soccer National Instructional Staff Member
How did you first get involved in soccer?
Well one of the things you have to remember is that when I 
was young it was well before the time of highly organized 
sports for youth. There were really no clubs for youth 
soccer. Everything revolved pretty much around high school 
sports. I lived in a small town; I went to a small school. We 
had no football, so the game to play in the fall was soccer. 
Everybody played it.
When did you first begin coaching?
My first experience coaching was actually in basketball. We 
had a gentleman in town that used to teach kids basketball 
skills on Saturday afternoons. He taught me basketball, and 
then eventually when I made the high school basketball 
team, he came to me and asked if I would be willing to help 
teach the youngsters, and I said yes. That experience 
served two purposes: it was fun teaching the kids and it also 
got me into the gym and allowed me to play. Coaching 
soccer really began when I went to college at East 
Stroudsburg State College; it is now a University.
Where are you coaching now?
I am the Director of Academy Coaching for the Virginia 
Rush and a National Staff Instructor for U.S. Soccer.
Who is a coach you look up to or admire and why?
I’ve been very fortunate because I had some very good 
mentors along the line. My first mentor was Wilson 
Hartranft, my high school basketball, soccer, and baseball 
coach and gym teacher. He was the one who sort of ignited 
the fire in me to teach. I actually ended up following in his 
footsteps because he went to East Stroudsburg State 
College, so I went to East Stroudsburg State College; he 
majored in physical education, so I majored in physical 
education.
My second mentor was my college coach Dr. John McKeon. 
He took me under his wing and had it not been for him I 
might not be coaching. On a Friday afternoon in 1972, Doc. 
called me to tell me that I had been accepted into graduate 
school at my Alma matter. I told him that I had not applied to 
graduate school. After a lengthy conversation, he wouldn’t 
take no for an answer, so I drove to Stroudsburg that 
afternoon and started my Master’s degree and graduate 
assistantship under his guidance.
One of my two most recent mentors is Timo Liekoski who I 
worked with for seventeen years coaching in the NASL, 
MISL, for Emerald Soccer club  and instructing U.S. Soccer 
coaching courses. I can remember the day he hired me. He 
said I’m not hiring you as an assistant coach to pick up  balls 
or move cones; I’m hiring you to prepare yourself to be a 
head coach one day. Finally the other mentor for me has 
been Bob  Gansler. I worked with him for many years when I 
was working with the Federation full time and his 
knowledge, passion and love of the game are evident. To 
this day, I enjoy being around those two; I still love working 
with them, and am always excited about their passion and 
their commitment to the game and to its participants. I am 
very grateful for the guidance these gentlemen have given 
me.

What is your most memorable 
soccer moment?
 I don’t think I could pick just one. 
They’ve all been unique. They’ve 
all been a little different. The 
journey for each one has been 
memorable. It’s hard to pick just 
one because they’ve all just been so good. I’m just really 
thankful that I’ve been able to have all these experiences 
and have been able to gain something from each and met 
the people I’ve met and traveled the world and everything 
else.
It’s difficult. If I had to name a few, I would say the Women’s 
World Cup  in 1999 when I was the Assistant Coach; in 1999 
when I was the head coach and we won the Pan American 
gold; when we qualified in 1997 for the U20 World Cup; and 
qualifying the Paralympic teams for the Paralympic Games 
in 2004 and 2012. It’s been a great run and hopefully it will 
continue in new ways.
How did you get involved with instructing?
When I came up  through the coaching ranks, a lot of us 
spent our summers working camps. A lot of the summer 
camp  staff were the same gentlemen who taught in the 
coaching schools. We would spend our summers working 
together and teaching kids. At the camps you would always 
hope that you did a good enough job  that the National Staff 
would recognize you and think you could bring something to 
the table and make them a better staff. You would hope that 
one of those days you would get a call and my call came in 
1977 from Walt Chyzowych, Director of Coaching for U.S. 
Soccer, asking me if I wanted to come in and instruct a 
school.

MEET THE COACH 

Coach Hoffman was the lead instructor with Ralph Perez for a 
USSF National ’A’ License Renewal Course held in Portland 

as guests of the Portland Timbers. On the course was 
Dawson Driscoll - Maywood College,  Seamus Donnelly - 
ODP & educational staff coach, Penn Legacy DoC, Penn 

State Harrisburg head coach and Gary Stephenson - Eastern 
Pennsylvania Youth Soccer, Assistant Director of Coaching.



A complete warm-up program 
The 11+

The complete FIFA “The 11+” cards are 
available on EPYSA.org 

How do you feel the coaching schools have evolved 
since you began?
I think the evolution of the schools has taken place along 
with the evolution of the game, the players and the 
participants. The technological improvements in our world 
have played a part in this evolution and it will be interesting 
to see how this will continue to influence the educational 
process in the future. When you look at the level of detail 
that goes in to teaching and coaching these days, the 
schools have advanced. I think coaching is viewed a little bit 
differently, and it’s critiqued a little bit differently. The level of 
detail has made us more accountable and better teachers.
We also now have greater support. The soccer culture in 
this country has given us momentum and has placed 
greater importance on coaching education. I think the 
schools have always evolved but I don’t think it’s ever been 
as pronounced as it is now. We want to be the best so we 
are going to push the envelope and I think our game in this 
country is going to push the envelope as well.
What does it mean to you to be a U.S. Soccer 
instructor?
The great part about teaching is helping people to improve. 
It is always great when former candidates come back to let 
you know that they have been influenced by the coaching 
schools. I love to teach and I love to be involved in the 
game. I think this is a great avenue for me to help the game 
evolve. It is a great honor to be a member of the staff. When 
I look at the quality, the commitment and the passion of the 
other instructors, I certainly feel honored that I would be 
included in that group.

What is one thing 
you wish you knew 
when you were first 
starting out?
If I would have known 
42 years ago that I was 
never going to have a 
real job, I was going to 
be able to work at my 
passion and my hobby, 
I was going to travel 
the world, meet great 
p e o p l e , a n d b e 
i n v o l v e d w i t h m y 
peers, I probably would 
have forgone college and started this a little sooner.

Available on EPYSA.org



Last 1-2 footwork steps are executed & the shot delivered. Each GK 
completes 9 reps.
1. Volley and half volley
2. Ground strikes
Repeat sets over increased distance
Coaching Points
PHYSICAL: 9 reps of short, but intense footwork
TECHNICAL: No wasted movement to be successful
TACTICAL: Real game situation--use imagination to create tactical situations
MENTAL/EMOTIONAL: Create intensity similar to game. GKs have to cope 
with the goals will be scored

Same as above but servers are ten yards from the top  of the 18 with three 
balls each. Original target players are now chasers behind the goal as the 
center player now turns and finishes on goal. Three different color vests are 
hung in the side netting and center back netting. Rotation same as above.

Coaching points – First touch as a prep touch to finish, recognizing color 
quickly, quality of finish. 

A player in center of grid 20 yards wide by 30 yards long. Three players on 
either side of the grid with different color vests. Two players in the corners 
and one in the center. On one side each player has three balls  on the other 
side each player is a target. The player in the center faces the players with 
the balls and as he or she receives a ball from the first player the coach calls 
out a color and the player must get the ball to the player behind with the 
proper color vest called out in two touches. He returns to the center position 
to receive a pass from the next player. The routine continues until all nine 
balls are played. 

Play is continuous as the center player moves in a clockwise direction and 
the new player in the center faces the players with the soccer balls

Coaching	  Points 	  –	  First	  touch,	  turning	  with	  the	  ball,	  visual	  recogni7on,	  quality	  
of	  the	  pass	  to	  targets

Three v three game with small goals (two servers), all serves come from the 
end line that each team is defending. Balls played to checking players to 
replicate previous exercises.

Coaching points – First touch as a prep touch to finish, recognizing color 
quickly, quality of finish.

First Touch - Turning & Recognition skills U8
 Mike Barr, Director of Coaching, Eastern Pennsylvania Youth Soccer

TECHNICAL WARM-UP

EXPANDED SMALL-SIDED ACTIVITY

Game

SMALL-SIDED ACTIVITY

GK - 2-3-2
Laws of the game apply


